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Abstract: Beyond solar and wind energy, wave energy is gaining great interest due to its very high
theoretical potential, although its stochastic nature causes intermittent and fluctuating power pro-
duction. Energy storage system (ESS) integration to wave energy converter (WEC) plants represents
a promising solution to mitigate this issue. To overcome the technological limits of the single stor-
age devices, the hybridization of complementary ESSs represents an effective solution, extending
the operating range over different timeframes. This paper analyzes the benefits of Li-ion battery–
supercapacitor hybrid ESS integration into a grid-connected WEC, aiming at smoothing the produced
power oscillations. The hybridization concept involves coupling a power-intensive technology, such
as a supercapacitor devoted to managing fluctuations at higher frequency, with a battery technology
exploited to manage power variations over longer timeframes to mitigate degradation issues. In this
study, a multi-objective data-driven power management strategy, based on the simultaneous pertur-
bation stochastic approximation (SPSA) algorithm, is implemented to minimize power fluctuations
in terms of power ramp (representing the power variation between two consecutive values with a 1 s
time step), both at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) and the Li-ion battery terminals, thanks to
the supercapacitor peak-shaving function. The SPSA management strategy, together with a suitable
sizing procedure, allows a reduction of more than 70% in the power oscillations at the PCC with
respect to those at the WEC terminals, while decreasing battery stress by more than 25% if compared
to a non-hybrid ESS consisting of a Li-ion battery. This shows how supercapacitor features can extend
battery lifespan when integrated in a hybrid ESS.

Keywords: stochastic power management; battery; supercapacitor; power smoothing; renewables

1. Introduction

Research on energy production is investigating new frontiers to generate electricity
with no emissions to face climate change. The exploitation of zero-emission sources such as
renewable energy sources (RESs) is intensively investigated since RESs produce no carbon
dioxide or pollutant emissions and are largely available all over the world. Beyond solar
and wind energy, energy from waves is gaining great interest due to its very high theoretical
potential (29,500 TWh/year) [1,2]. Nevertheless, RESs’ stochastic nature causes intermittent
and fluctuating power production because of the variation in meteorological conditions.
This non-programmability yields issues with grid stability and safety, necessitating an
improvement in system reliability, load management, and power quality [3]. Such aspects
should be quickly addressed because of the expected rapid increase in RES installed
capacity. Indeed, the grid needs to manage higher rates of variable energy generation while
maintaining voltage and frequency levels in the allowable range at the Point of Common
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Coupling (PCC). Hence, mitigating solutions should be addressed for enhancing the power
quality indexes and providing support during fault conditions.

Power generation from waves has been studied since the 1970s [4]. Nevertheless, no
mature technology to extract this energy and produce electricity has been developed yet.
An overview of the different developed devices, known as wave energy converters (WECs),
is presented in [5]. In particular, the commercial maturity of WECs is faced with obstacle of
their complex integration into the grid due to the high intrinsic variability of waves [6].

A promising solution to mitigate RES non-programmable power generation consists of
coupling energy storage systems (ESSs) with renewable-based power plants. ESSs allow one
to meet the level of power quality for the generation side, as well as the reliability required
by the demand side, due to high flexibility, efficiency, scalability, and affordability [7].
Additionally, ESSs are able to provide peak-shaving functionality and emergency power
towards the grid when required. Consequently, ESS integration into RESs gives additional
flexibility in enhancing RES penetration in the near future. Several storage technologies,
such as flywheels, batteries, and supercapacitors, have been investigated in the literature in
such a framework.

Concerning flywheel energy storage systems (FESSs), their integration into a wave
farm is addressed in [8], which was aimed at the implementation of a new control strategy
for power smoothing. A reduction in grid losses by 51% was achieved, improving the
energy efficiency of the power network. Moreover, the integration of FESSs into a WEC
plant achieved a reduction of 50% in power oscillations [9], covering 85% of the frequency
excursions at the grid, based on real power generation profiles delivered to the electric
grid. Another noteworthy study employed an FESS to enhance the dynamic stability of an
integrated offshore wind and marine-current farm [10], while [11] proposes an interesting
study concerning FESS application for wave power leveling. Among the several ESS
technologies for power smoothing, supercapacitors (SCs) have also been analyzed [12,13].
SCs are characterized by high power densities (>5 kW/kg) with low specific energies (up
to 5–10 Wh/kg), no hysteresis, an extremely high lifespan (>500,000 cycles), high daily
self-discharge rates, and capital costs per kWh (about 75,000 USD/kWh) [14].

Battery energy storage systems (BESSs) represent the mainstream of ESS technolo-
gies to date, thanks to high energy density, scalability, flexibility, and efficiency [15–17].
Nevertheless, being electrochemical devices, Li-ion batteries are subjected to degradation,
being strongly affected by harmful power spikes and deep depths of discharge (DoDs).
Therefore, many replacements would be needed when BESSs are employed to absorb
or provide instantaneous high-power spikes typical of wave energy. To avoid needing
excessively sized BESSs for such applications, hybridization with short-term ESSs (such
as flywheels and supercapacitors (SCs) characterized by high power-to-capacity ratios)
should be carried out, with SCs and FESSs being dedicated to managing high power spikes,
reducing the stresses on the complementary energy-intensive device, as performed in [14].
Moreover, the hybridization of complementary energy storage technologies can overcome
the intrinsic limits of the single devices, widely extending the operating range over several
conditions and different timeframes [18].

Coupling hybrid energy storage systems (HESSs) with renewable energy sources
has been widely investigated in the scientific literature. For instance, several studies on
HESS integration with PV and wind power plants, as well as onboard HESS installations,
and their power management control are presented in the following studies. Ref. [19]
proposes a battery–supercapacitor hybrid energy storage system for a more electric aircraft
including a simple power management strategy based on discrete wavelet transform.
In ref. [20], a super magnetic energy storage is coupled to a battery for Conditioning
Outputs from Direct Drive Linear Wave Energy Converters. An SC–battery HESS with a
suitable power management strategy is presented by the authors in [21] to recover energy
from regenerative actuators installed in an aircraft. For stationary applications, an active
power control for a hybrid photovoltaic (PV)–battery/supercapacitor system is proposed
in [22], while probabilistic forecasting-based sizing and control are illustrated in [23]. As
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regards power smoothing, ref. [24] shows a controller for a PV plant including a HESS that
contains two layers: the first predicts the next day’s irradiance profile and uses a clear-sky
model to identify the cloud class, setting the initial values of the filter time constants for
cloudy, moderate, and mild days, while the second layer adjusts the initial filter time
constant based on the current power ramp rate sharing power to the HESS. In [25], a power
management method that secures the preset state-of-charge range of a battery and SC to
smooth power fluctuations with renewables using the virtual capacity concept of an energy
storage system (ESS), by extending the SOC usage range, is proposed. Furthermore, [26]
illustrates a method based on the improved moving average and ensemble empirical mode
decomposition for wind power smoothing with the purpose of finding the HESS’s optimal
capacity configuration, while [27] implements an efficient energy management structure
for a grid-connected PV system combined with a supercapacitor–battery HESS.

Nevertheless, even though the literature deals with energy storage integration, as
in [20] for the conditioning of outputs from direct-drive linear WECs, only few research
works address HESS integration into WECs. Specifically, a battery/ultra-capacitor HESS
for smoothing the power of oscillating wave energy was investigated in [28], assessing the
HESS’s impact in terms of the minimization of the grid side converter rating. Improved
grid stability and cost-effectiveness for the HESS solution compared to battery and superca-
pacitor non-hybrid solutions were the main outcomes. Ref. [29] implemented coordinated
and stable control for a battery–flywheel HESS to avoid power fluctuations during the
grid-connected operation of a wave generator. The study assessed voltage and frequency
stability in grid-connected mode, giving no quantitative information regarding power
oscillation reduction at the grid interface.

To fill this gap, this paper analyzes the benefits of Li-ion battery–supercapacitor HESS
integration into a WEC, aiming at smoothing power oscillations produced by the WEC
system and delivered to the grid. Similarly to a previous paper by the authors [30], a sizing
procedure targeting specific performance indexes, rather than sizing features, is imple-
mented, making this approach innovative with respect to the state of the art. Moreover, with
respect to [30], which relates to a mini-grid application, suitable indexes are here defined in
reference to the power-smoothing performance to be targeted by the HESS coupled to the
WEC plant. A suitable multi-objective data-driven power management strategy, based on
the simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation (SPSA) algorithm, is implemented,
aiming to minimize power fluctuations at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC). Moreover,
by means of this strategy, a suitable sizing procedure is developed based on quantifying the
reduction in terms of power ramp (defined as the power variation between two consecutive
values over a 1 s time step) at the grid interface and at the battery terminals; thus, fixing
these two indexes’ values, the HESS’s sizing can be determined.

Hence, the main aim and innovation introduced by this research are to demonstrate
how a Li-ion battery–SC HESS and real-time stochastic power management strategy can
hugely improve power quality at the PCC with the grid. Indeed, in this paper, a power
oscillation reduction of over 70% is obtained with respect to the WEC generation profile in
the case of the HESS coupling to the WEC, together with the implemented SPSA power
management strategy. Moreover, the Li-ion battery is 25% less stressed thanks to the
presence of supercapacitor, contributing to enhancing its lifespan. Results are obtained
from dynamic simulations carried out in a MATLAB®/Simulink R2023a environment
considering three different wave power profiles, each one related to a specific real site
located in the European region.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates the implemented methodology
relating to the system modeling, power management strategy, and HESS sizing, while
Section 3 reports the main outcomes of the simulations.

2. Methodology

In this section, the implemented methodology is described, from the statistical charac-
terization of the input data to the system dynamic modeling and the HESS sizing.
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2.1. Statistical Analysis on Input Data

The considered wave power profiles were gathered from thirty-year wave hindcast
data validated through experimental measurements, as described in [31]. The hindcast was
performed using the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration WAVEWATCH III
model data and was driven by winds from the NCEP Climate Forecast System Reanalysis
(CFSR), a reanalysis of atmospheric, oceanic, sea ice, and land data. Three sites in the
European region were taken into account (located in France, England, and Norway).
Specifically, an annual mean wave power ranging between 30 and 50 kW/m was registered
for the three sites.

The actual wave occurrences of each one of the three considered sites were elaborated
as yearly scatter matrices by means of aggregating the samples with the same wave height,
Hs, and period, Tp. The resulting number of sea states are as follows:

• Site 1 (France): 143 sea states;
• Site 2 (England): 144 sea states;
• Site 3 (Norway): 132 sea states.

An Oscillating Wave Surge Converter (OWSC) was considered as the WEC technology.
Specifically, it is composed of two PTOs each with 250 kW as their rated power. Figure 1
illustrates the OWSC layout. According to [32], a WEC is composed of:

• The prime mover, which absorbs wave power and transfers forces and motions to the
reaction and power take-off subsystems through suitable connections.

• The power take-off (PTO) subsystem converting the wave energy extracted by the
prime mover into electricity.

• The reaction subsystem that anchors the WEC to the seabed, providing a reaction point
for the PTO and/or support for the hydrodynamic subsystem(s).

• The control and monitoring subsystem, dedicated to the WEC’s control and manage-
ment. It is composed of control software, sensors, and devices for data transferring.
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the Oscillating Wave Surge Converter (OWSC). Figure 1. Schematic view of the Oscillating Wave Surge Converter (OWSC).

The implemented procedure for the generation of the three annual power profiles
with a time step of 0.1 s and the subsequent statistical analysis for the selection of the
most representative days is described in detail in a previous work by the authors [31]. In
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detail, such daily profiles (with a 1 s time step) to be implemented in the simulations were
extracted from the yearly profile according to the following criteria:

• Day 1, the day with the maximum power bandwidth (i.e., defined as the difference
between the maximum and minimum power value over the day).

• Day 2, the day with the maximum mean power.
• Day 3, the day with the maximum bandwidth-to-mean-power ratio (i.e., the difference

between the maximum bandwidth as defined above and the mean power over the day).
• Day 4, the day with the minimum bandwidth-to-mean-power ratio.
• Day 5, the day with the maximum mean power ramp.

Such selected criteria cover a wide range of power variations for the studied cases [31].
To highlight the different power distribution features for the three sites, Table 1 lists
the average value and standard deviation for (i) power bandwidth and (ii) maximum
bandwidth-to-mean-power ratio, both assessed on a yearly basis. Furthermore, it details
the mean and minimum/maximum values in reference to the power ramp and power at
each installation site.

Table 1. Power distribution statistics of the three considered sites.

Site 1 Site 2 Site 3

µ σ µ σ µ σ

Bandwidth (kW) 399 5 397 10 400 0.5
Maximum bandwidth-to-mean-power

ratio (-) 13.2 1.8 18 2.7 12.6 2.2

µ min/max µ min/max µ min/max

Power ramp (kW/s) 2.8 0–7.5 2.1 0–6.3 3 0–8
Power (kW) 31 0–81 22 0–66 32 0–86

2.2. Stochastic Power Management Strategy: Theory and Implementation

The stochastic nature of renewables involves a high degree of complexity due to the
management of non-programmable power generation. This becomes more challenging
when the power management has to compute the power share among renewable sources,
hybrid storage devices, and the grid efficiently and in real time. Therefore, an efficient
power management strategy needs suitable optimization algorithms [33].

Several algorithms, such as linear, non-linear, dynamic, and stochastic algorithms,
are proposed in the scientific literature to minimize several parameters, such as emissions
or costs. Recently, artificial intelligence techniques and hybrid algorithms have gained
attention for being applicable to non-linear problems [34].

Nonetheless, convergence issues and dependence on the initial estimate of the so-
lution constitute key drawbacks for the application of artificial intelligence to real-time
optimization problems.

To overcome such issues, multivariate stochastic optimization can be an efficient
and effective solution in the control of several engineering systems, as indicated in [35].
Stochastic algorithms, including linear ones, are considered gradient based optimization
approaches, as in the case of the SPSA algorithm and Lyapunov technique, that show
the highest potential for real-time power management strategy implementation. Both the
SPSA and Lyapunov techniques can operate with no knowledge of the future, requiring no
mathematical uncertainty models or consideration of forecast errors [36]. Moreover, they
allow multi-objective formulations, but SPSA shows advantages such as global optimum
determination, easier performance function selection, and lower computational burden.
Therefore, SPSA, recently proposed by the authors of [31,33,37], is worthy of further
investigation for real-time power management applications of HESSs coupled to RES
plants over a wide range of installed power. The SPSA algorithm, first introduced by Spall
in 1992, represents a fast convergent alternative for the global optimization problem of an
unknown functional form of system performance, defined as the loss function [38]. SPSA
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is characterized by robustness to noise in loss measurements, ease of implementation, no
necessity for a loss function gradient, and an ability to find the global minimum, making
this algorithm suitable for a wide range of applications [39–43].

The mathematical formulation of SPSA starts from an initial estimation of the pa-
rameter vector (θ̂), through which the algorithm determines the optimal solution through
iterations, by means of the simultaneous perturbation of all parameters within the cur-
rent estimate. The algorithm parameters are updated for each iteration, as detailed by
Equations (1) and (2). The values of the parameters a, c, α, γ are chosen to guarantee algo-
rithm convergence [32,35].

ak =
a

(A + k + 1)α (1)

ck =
c

(k + 1)γ (2)

Two different estimates of the vector θ̂ are computed, through the perturbation of the
current estimation, as expressed by Equation (3). In detail, the elements of the perturbation
vector (∆k) follow a Bernoulli distribution, as reported in [39].

θ̂±k = θ̂ ± ck∆k (3)

The solution of the optimization problem produces a vector of parameters that mini-
mizes the gradient of the loss function. The estimate of ĝ

(
θ̂
)

at the kth iteration is computed
as expressed in Equation (4), where ∆k ∈ Rp represents a vector of p mutually independent
mean zero random variables.

ĝk
(
θ̂k
)
=

∂Lk
∂θk

=
y
(
θ̂+k
)
− y
(
θ̂−k
)

2ck


∆−1

k1
∆−1

k2
. . .

∆−1
kp

 (4)

To conclude, the current estimate is updated by means of Equation (5), and the loss
function is re-evaluated.

θ̂k+1 = θ̂k − ak ĝk
(
θ̂k
)

(5)

The iterative process ends once either the convergence condition or the maximum
number of iterations is reached. Specifically, the SPSA power management strategy was
executed as follows. The vector of unknown parameters (θ) was composed of three dimen-
sionless shares (i.e., Li-ion battery, supercapacitor, and grid, namely qBATT , qSC, and qGRID),
as reported in Equation (6).

θ =

qBATT
qSC

qGRID

 (6)

Consequently, the split power values were calculated according to (7).
PBATT = qBATT∆P

PSC = qSC∆P
PGRID = qGRID∆P

(7)

where ∆P = Pt
wave − Pt−1

grid(W) is defined as the difference between the wave power genera-
tion at time t and the grid power at the previous instant (t − 1). The SPSA parameters were
chosen in accordance with [37].

The power shares were instantaneously assigned to the considered components, aim-
ing at pursuing the following objectives:
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1. Smooth the grid power profile by means of the ratio between the power delivered
to the grid at timestep t and the power delivered at the previous instant (t − 1), as
described by (8).

yt
1(θ) =

(
qGRID∆P

Pt−1
GRID

)2

(8)

2. Smooth the Li-ion battery-managed power profile by means of the ratio between the
battery power at timestep t and the one at the previous instant (t − 1), as expressed
by (9).

yt
2(θ) =

(
qBATT∆P

Pt−1
BATT

)2

(9)

Equation (10) models the multi-objective problem via the weighted sum of such
objectives, accounting for the SPSA algorithm loss function.

yt(θ) = w1yt
1(θ) + w2yt

2(θ) (10)

The two weights w1 and w2 were equally set to 0.5. The initial estimate of the vector θ
was computed according to (11).

θ =

 0.7
0.02
0.28

 (11)

2.3. Dynamic Modeling of the System

A dynamic model was developed in the MATLAB/Simulink environment to study
and analyze the instantaneous power interactions among the WEC, the HESS, and the grid.
This was to assess the performance of the SPSA power management strategy in terms of
the power-smoothing effect towards the grid. The time step of the simulations was set as
equal to 1 s. Figure 2 illustrates the model schematic layout, consisting of the following:

- The instantaneous daily power profile generated by the WEC, used as the input for
computing the optimal power shares in the power management section.

- The power management strategy, based on the SPSA algorithm, which instantaneously
controls the power shares among the components and the grid, taking into account
the power ramp values at the previous step and the HESS technical features and states
of charge.

- The HESS module composed of two subsystems related to the Li-ion battery pack and
supercapacitor pack, respectively. The battery and supercapacitor implementation in
the model are described in the following paragraphs.

- The grid.
- Li-Ion Battery

The battery dynamic model, tuned according to the technical specifications deduced
from [44], was implemented according to [21]. Specifically, the open-circuit voltage (Vocv)
and internal resistance (Rint

bat) for charge and discharge were collected from through experi-
mental tests on LFP cells.

Battery current (Ibat) and voltage (Vbat) can be determined according to Equations (12)
and (13):

Ibat =
Vocv −

√
V2

ocv − 4Rint
bat

2Rint
bat

(12)

Vbat = Vocv − Rintbat
bat (13)
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where P represents the instantaneous power managed by the battery (in W) and

Vocv =

{
Vocv,c = f1(SOCbat) charge
Vocv,d = f2(SOCbat) discharge

}
(14)

Rint
bat =

{
Rch = f3(SOCbat) charge
Rdis = f4(SOCbat) discharge

}
(15)
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Equations (14) and (15) were implemented in the model through look-up tables on
the basis of the experimental data obtained by the authors on LFP cells. The instantaneous
SOCbat was computed as expressed by Equations (16) and (17):

SOCbat = SOCbat,ini −
∫

η Ibat
Q

(16)

η =

{
ηch = Vocv

Vocv−IbatRch
charge

ηdis =
Vocv−IbatRdis

Vocv
discharge

}
(17)

where SOCbat,ini is the initial value of SOCbat and Q (Ah) is the battery capacity. A battery
round-trip efficiency of 90% was set.

- Supercapacitor

The supercapacitor section was developed referring to its equivalent circuit, presented
in [21]. The instantaneous power at the previous step, managed by the supercapacitor,
represents the SC model input. The SC section gives the following as outputs:

- The SC state of charge current value (SOCcap), obtained as the ratio between the
integral of the current isc and the charge nominal value (Qnom).

- The actual instantaneous power managed by the SC.

Specifically, a two-branch equivalent circuit model, shown in Figure 3, was selected.
The equivalent circuit is composed of two branches, i.e., the “main cell” branch and the

“slow cell” branch. The “main cell” identifies SC fast charging/discharging processes (order
of seconds). The series resistance R1 represents the heat loss during the SC operation and
it is measured in mΩ. The capacitor C1 (F) is a function of the voltage V1 (Equation (18)),
where C0 is the constant capacitance measured in Farad (F) and Cv is a constant parameter
expressed in (F V−1).

C1 = C0 + CvV1 (18)
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On the other hand, the “slow cell” branch defines the internal energy distribution at
the end of the charge or discharge process (range of minutes). The parallel resistance R f

defines the leakage current when the SC is in stand-by mode (102 kΩ). The voltage V2
relative to the “slow cell” branch is calculated by Equation (19):

V2 =
1

C2

∫ 1
R2

(V1 − V2)dt (19)

where C2 and R2 are the capacitance (F) and the resistance (Ω) of the “slow cell”. As
specified in [21], the “slow cell” can be neglected when only the fast discharge/charge
cycles are considered. Equation (20) shows the voltage, Vsc, of the SC module, considering
the number of series (Ns) and parallel (Np) electrically connected SC cells.

Vsc = NsUsc = Ns(V1 + R1
Isc

Np
) (20)

Moreover, Usc and Isc represent the current and voltage of the single cell, respectively.
Therefore, the voltage V1 across the capacitor C1 can be calculated by Equation (21).

V1 =
−C0 +

√
C2

0 + 2CvQ1

Cv
(21)

where Q1 is the instantaneous charge of the capacitor C1, determined by Equation (22).

Q1 = C0V1 +
1
2

CvV2
1 (22)

Specifically, the supercapacitor pack consists of several supercapacitors characterized
by a capacitance of 650 F and a peak power of 1 kW. The specification of the selected SC can
be found in [45]. Since an SC does not involve electrochemical reactions, no degradation
issues are caused by deep discharge; therefore, a depth of discharge (DoD) of 100% was set.
The operating voltage falls within 1.35–2.7 V [46].

The SC characteristic parameters to be implemented in the model were obtained by a
linear interpolation on experimental data deduced from two different supercapacitors [21],
respectively, with a lower and a higher capacity with respect to the selected one. Table 2
lists the equivalent parameters of the supercapacitor cell.
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Table 2. Equivalent parameters of the considered Maxwell BCAP0650 supercapacitor.

SC Equivalent Parameters

R1 2.33 mΩ
C0 380 F
Cv 262 F V−1

R2 0.8126 Ω
C2 117 F

Vrated 2.7 V
Vmax 2.85 V
Crated 650 F
Pmax 1 kW

Cell weight 0.16 kg

2.4. Sizing Procedure of the Hybrid Energy Storage System

The sizing procedure moved from the Cumulative Density Functions (CDFs) of power
ramp profiles (assessed over a 1 s time step) at the grid, WEC, battery, and SC terminals
determined through the model (see Section 2.3) simulation for different investigated days
and installation sites. In detail, battery sizing was chosen as determined in [31] for coupling
with the same WECs in the three considered sites, while the supercapacitor device was
sized to reach the following conditions:

1. With respect to the fluctuation at the WEC terminals, an average instantaneous per-
centage reduction in the power rate sent to the grid of at least −70% among all the
considered days for the specific site, as expressed by Equation (23):

Grid to WEC (%) =
PRGRID − PRWEC

PRWEC
≤ −70% (23)

where PRGRID and PRWEC represent the power ramp values, in W/s, assessed at an
80% CDF threshold for the grid and WEC power ramp, respectively.

2. With respect to the SC’s absence, an average instantaneous percentage reduction in
the power ramp managed by the battery was targeted thanks to the SC smoothing
effect. Specifically, the power ramp managed by the SC was fixed to be equal to at
least 25% of the total power ramp managed by the HESS among all the considered
days for the specific site, as expressed by Equation (24):

SCtoBatt(%) =
−PRSC

PRBATT + PRSC
≤ −25% (24)

where PRSC and PRBATT represent the power ramp values, in W/s, assessed at an
80% CDF threshold for the supercapacitor and battery, respectively.

The sizing procedure was as follows: starting from the final sizing determined in a
previous work by the authors [31], 24 kWh was considered as the Li-ion battery nominal
capacity (discharge/charge rates of 3C and 1C, respectively). Simulations were performed
for all the selected days of all three considered sites, moving from the case of the 24 kWh
Li-ion battery with a very low number of SCs electrically placed in parallel (i.e., 10 SC
cells). The simulations’ outcomes were then post-processed, evaluating the power ramps
managed by the battery, the SC, and the grid. Subsequently, these trends were cumulated
and the PRGRID, PRSC, and PRBATT values were assessed at 80% CDF. The satisfaction
of Equations (23) and (24) was therefore evaluated with reference to the values obtained.
The capacity of the SC was increased until the conditions set in relation to both indices
were satisfied (Equations (23) and (24)), by means of increasing the number of SC units
in parallel, with a step equal to 10 units per cycle. Table 3 lists the nominal power and
capacity of the final HESS sizing.
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Table 3. Final sizing of the HESS devices.

Site 1–Site 2–Site 3

Total Cell Number Power [kw] Capacity [kWh]

Supercapacitor 60 parallel 65.3 0.026

Li-ion battery 100 series 72 24

3. Results and Discussion

According to the sizing procedure, the power-smoothing effect of the SPSA power
management strategy on the grid was evaluated for all three sites.

Figures 4–6 illustrate the main outcomes of the simulation. Specifically, the power
fluctuations registered at the grid interface were strongly reduced with respect to the wave
power generation in all three sites. Moreover, the battery and supercapacitor SoCs and
powers are reported to show the benefits of HESS integration for smoothing the power
fluctuations at the PCC. In detail, it is highlighted that the Li-ion battery SoC (depicted by
the red dotted line) did not significantly vary thanks to the supercapacitor peak-shaving
function, whose SoC variation is represented by the blue dotted line. This feature allows
reduced battery power stress, contributing to extending its lifespan. Moreover, the power
oscillations sent at the PCC (represented by the black solid line) were strongly reduced for
all the studied days relating to all the three sites.
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Figure 4. One-hour simulation instantaneous parameters relating to day 1 (site 1) for battery (power—
red solid line, SoC—red dotted line), supercapacitor (power—blue solid line, SoC—blue dotted
line), grid power (black solid line), and wave power generation (green solid line). Battery and
supercapacitor negative power values correspond to discharge, while positive values correspond
to charge.

To quantify the power-smoothing effect, the power fluctuation achieved at the PCC,
thanks to coupling the HESS with wave energy converters and the implemented stochastic
power management algorithm, was considered. The assessment was carried out consider-
ing 80% as the threshold value for the CDF of the power at the PCC. The benefits of HESS
integration were also assessed in terms of the battery power ramp reduction thanks to the
SC’s presence. As detailed in the sizing procedure and considering the implemented SPSA
power management strategy, the SC pack was sized to manage at least 25% of the overall
fluctuation at the HESS terminals. Covering a wide range of WEC operating modes through
an accurate statistical selection of the simulated days, it is noteworthy that the simulation
outcomes listed in Tables 4–6 and depicted in Figures 7–9 exhibit the same performances
for all the considered days and sites. This demonstrates that battery–supercapacitor HESS
integration with a highly variable renewable energy source such as wave energy, together
with a customized data-driven SPSA power management strategy, improves the power
injected into the grid, contributing to the stability and safety of grid provision. Specifically,
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Tables 4–6 illustrate the values of the power ramps at 80% CDF for all the days of the three
considered sites. Moreover, the grid-to-WEC and the supercapacitor-to-battery power ramp
reductions are also listed, demonstrating the benefits of coupling the HESS to the WEC in
terms of both power smoothing and a reduction in battery stress thanks to SC operation.
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Figure 5. One-hour simulation instantaneous parameters relating to day 3 (site 2) for battery (power—
red solid line, SoC—red dotted line), supercapacitor (power—blue solid line, SoC—blue dotted
line), grid power (black solid line), and wave power generation (green solid line). Battery and
supercapacitor negative power values correspond to discharge, while positive values correspond
to charge.
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Figure 6. One-hour simulation instantaneous parameters relating to day 5 (site 3) for battery (power—
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line), grid power (black solid line), and wave power generation (green solid line). Battery and
supercapacitor negative power values correspond to discharge, while positive values correspond
to charge.

Table 4. Power ramp values obtained from simulations in reference to the final HESS sizing at 80%
CDF for site 1.

PRbatt (W/s) PRsc (W/s) PRWEC (W/s) PRgrid (W/s)

Day 1 1788 640 2487 739
Day 2 1941 681 2732 840
Day 3 1022 378 1404 345
Day 4 1338 476 1839 480
Day 5 1941 681 2732 840
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Table 5. Power ramp values obtained from simulations in reference to the final HESS sizing at 80%
CDF for site 2.

PRbatt (W/s) PRsc (W/s) PRWEC (W/s) PRgrid (W/s)

Day 1 1493 546 2104 573
Day 2 1650 590 2314 609
Day 3 835 320 1153 267
Day 4 1280 468 1767 439
Day 5 1650 590 2314 609

Table 6. Power ramp values obtained from simulations in reference to the final HESS sizing at 80%
CDF for site 3.

PRbatt (W/s) PRsc (W/s) PRWEC (W/s) PRgrid (W/s)

Day 1 1640 594 2278 678
Day 2 2300 818 3292 1063
Day 3 1048 391 1451 337
Day 4 1633 592 2256 642
Day 5 2300 818 3292 1063
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Figure 7. Assessment of grid power ramp reduction with respect to wave generation and battery
power ramp reduction due to the presence of the supercapacitor for all the days at site 1.
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Figure 8. Assessment of grid power ramp reduction with respect to wave generation and battery
power ramp reduction due to the presence of the supercapacitor for all the days at site 2.
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Figure 9. Assessment of grid power ramp reduction with respect to wave generation and battery
power ramp reduction due to the presence of the supercapacitor for all the days at site 3.

4. Conclusions

Wave energy is currently widely investigated since it has a very high theoretical
potential. Although wave power generation is extremely fluctuating and intermittent, no
WEC technology represents the mainstream to date. Therefore, research efforts address
enhancing the efficiency of generation. Moreover, due to the stochastic nature of waves,
one of the most significant issues is related to the grid connection of such devices. To
overcome this issue, HESS integration represents a very effective and efficient solution
to enhance grid power quality and stability. Here, a supercapacitor–Li-ion battery HESS
is coupled to a WEC to perform output power smoothing at the PCC to maximize WEC
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power production and reduce Li-ion battery stress. To implement this, a suitable power
management strategy based on the SPSA algorithm for allocating the instantaneous power
shares among the components and the grid is developed, allowing a reduction of more
than 70% in the power oscillations at the grid interface. By means of the definition of
two performance indexes relating to the grid power ramp and battery stress reductions,
a proper HESS sizing procedure is carried out. In addition, the performed simulations
demonstrate that the supercapacitor features act to extend the Li-ion battery’s lifespan,
reducing battery stress by more than 25% compared to a non-hybrid ESS only consisting of
a Li-ion battery.
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